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Place, Place Attachment and Mobility 2002 this book weaves a social economic and cultural history of australia with rare first hand accounts of the lived experience of change related to farming and agriculture it provides a rich sociology of how living on the land has changed throughout australia's history the book investigates the complex effects of the state on everyday life using an historical agricultural case study of place to explore long running sociohistorical processes of change examined through both a macro and micro sociological lens this provides a multi faceted perspective from which to examine economic social and cultural transformations in each of these contexts and change is examined through multiple sites of expression public policy and the role of the state colonial processes of dispossession social and cultural systems of value economic change and its consequences farming practices and lived experience neoliberalism and globalisation and their social impacts community decline and trends toward corporate and foreign land ownership each of these transformations impact upon lived experience and everyday life and this book provides grounded insight into exactly this relationship and process
A Sociology of Place in Australia 2021-04-09 this book is based on the author's 33 years of intensive fieldwork it chronicles a major movement that shaped the preservation policy in japan in the 1980s and 1990s providing thick descriptions of preservationists that are not available anywhere else in english it also provides clear answers to a series of pressing questions about preservationists are they building huggers are they selfish and myopic home owners or are they merely obstacles to urban planning and urban renewal since 1984 saburo horikawa professor of sociology at hosei university in tokyo has continuously studied the movement to preserve the otaru canal in otaru japan this book shows that the preservation movement was neither conservative nor an obstacle rather the movement sought to promote changes in which the residents place would continue to be theirs as such the word preservation does not mean the prevention of growth and development but rather its control as is shown in this study preservation allows for and can even promote change the original japanese version of this book published by the university of tokyo press has won 3 major academic awards most notably the ishikawa prize the highest award bestowed by the city planning institute of japan it is extremely unusual that a sociology book should receive such important recognition from the city planning discipline
Why Place Matters 2021-05-31 a classic text about the social study of food this is the first english language edition of jean pierre poulain's seminal work tracing the history of food scholarship the sociology of food provides an overview of sociological theory and its relevance to the field of food divided into two parts poulain begins by exploring the continuities and changes in the modern diet from the effect of globalization on food production and supply to evolving cultural responses to food including cooking and eating practices the management of consumer anxieties and concerns over obesity and the medicalization of food the first part examines how changing food practices have shaped and are shaped by wider social trends the second part provides an overview of the emergence of food as an academic focus for sociologists and anthropologists revealing the obstacles that lay in the way of this new field of study poulain shows how the discipline was first established and explains its development over the last forty years destined to become a key text for students and scholars the sociology of food makes a major contribution to food studies and sociology this edition features a brand new chapter focusing on the development of food studies in the english speaking world and a preface specifically written for the edition
**Woman’s Place in Rural Economy** 1913 religion in sociological perspective is an introduction to the sociology of religion core text designed to present and illustrate the basic theories sociologists use to understand the social dimensions of religion first and foremost the authors seek to help students understand the perspective from which sociologists view religion by the time students have finished this book they should understand the central theories and methods of research in the sociology of religion and they should have an idea of how to apply these analytical tools to new groups they encounter the goal of this text is to be illustrative rather than all encompassing the fifth edition continues to draw on a wide range of perspectives the text aims to help students recognize the contributions of various theoretical perspectives and the blind spots of each theory conflict functional social constructionist and rational choice paradigms are used throughout the text various middle range theories are also utilized to explore specific processes despite the effort to introduce many perspectives however we have made an effort to enhance integration of the text by using one framework throughout the book the open systems model

**The Sociology of Food** 2017-02-09 place is an important element in understanding health and health care disparities more that merely a geographic location place is a socio ecological force with detectable effects on social life independent well being and health despite the general enthusiasm for the study of place and the potential it could have for a better understanding of the distribution of health in different communities research is at a difficult crossroads because of disagreements in how the construct should be conceptualized and measured this edited volume incorporates an cross disciplinary approach to the study of place in order to come up with a comprehensive and useful definition of place topics covered include social inequalities historical definitions of place biology and place rural vs urban places racialization of a place migration sacred places technological innovations an understanding of place is essential for health care professionals as interventions often do not have the same effects in the clinic as they do in varied naturalistic social settings

**Religion in Sociological Perspective** 2011-06-09 this book addresses wide ranging dilemmas that social researchers may face as a result of silences neglected feelings and blind spots in their research in every research endeavour thoughts intuitions biases feelings or sensations may be left aside as the researcher attempts to come to terms with the complexities of material and figure out what the main issue is researchers may pay attention to their own emotional responses during the interview but often only in their field notes rarely do feelings of shock irritation boredom or for that matter amusement excitement and delight find their way into the analysis itself in addition researchers are all susceptible to blind spots often unaware of what is being avoided in research or omitted from it however reflection about precisely these gaps or silences may prove essential for developing new and interesting questions as well as comprehensive responsive and responsible research practices in this volume an international cross disciplinary cohort of researchers think critically about the silences neglected feelings and blind spots in their own work and offer insights for enhancing research practices as such it will appeal to scholars across the social sciences with interests in research methods and methodology

**Communities, Neighborhoods, and Health** 2011-02-15 urban ethnography about a shifting collection of black men who come together more or less regularly at a barroom liquor store in the ghetto chicago s south side cover

**Silences, Neglected Feelings, and Blind-Spots in Research Practice** 2022-05-18 rethinking young people s lives through space and
place explores three main themes how children navigate real and imaginary borders how space constitutes belonging meaning making and representation and how space informs learning and identities

**A Place on the Corner** 1981-02-15 published in 1996 this volume includes the presidential address of Sara Delamont the first female president of BERA written and presented in 1984 the book also includes a selection of papers on gender and education topics covered include female pupils experiences resistance to sex equality messages science education for girls and women in universities providing historical and sociological perspectives on gender and education this book will interest sociologists anthropologists and those in the field of education this book was originally published as part of the Cardiff papers in qualitative research series edited by Paul Atkinson Sara Delamont and Amanda Coffey the series publishes original sociological research that reflects the tradition of qualitative and ethnographic inquiry developed at Cardiff the series includes monographs reporting on empirical research edited collections focussing on particular themes and texts discussing methodological developments and issues

**Rethinking Young People's Lives Through Space and Place** 2020-06-10 excerpt from Woman's Place in Rural Economy a study in sociology M. Paul De Vuyst the author of Le Role Social de La Fermiere of which English readers are now presented with an excellent translation in the following volume occupies the position of chief director of agriculture in Belgium and has held for years a high reputation as a teacher of agriculture and an authority on agricultural education and agricultural improvement he is a voluminous and successful author and the present work had the distinction of gaining the grand prize of the Royal Academy of Belgium for the best work on the means of improving and elevating the rural population of Belgium about the publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks.com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work Forgotten Books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

**A Woman's Place in Education (1996)** 2018-02-06 in many countries particularly in the global north established forms of solidarity within communities are said to be challenged by the increasing ethnic and cultural diversity of the population against the backdrop of renewed geopolitical tensions which inflate and exploit ethno cultural rather than political economic cleavages concerns are raised that ethnic and cultural diversity challenge both the formal mechanisms of redistribution and informal acts of charity reciprocity and support which underpin common notions of community this book focuses on the innovative forms of solidarity that develop around the joint appropriation and the envisaged common future of specific places drawing on examples from schools streets community centres workplaces churches housing projects and sporting projects it provides an alternative research agenda from the loss of community narrative it reflects on the different spatiotemporal frames in which solidarities are nurtured the connections forged between solidarity and citizenship and the role of interventions by professionals to nurture solidarity in diversity this timely and original work will be essential reading for those working in human geography sociology ethnic studies social work urban studies political studies and cultural studies

**The Academic Parking Place** 1963 how do our everyday environments inform our activities routines and encounters in what way has
globalization affected the sites in which we work relax and interact is there still a place for local identity in a globalized age this book examines the ways in which we use local spaces and global processes to shape our identities showing how enhanced tourism communication developments and increased diversity have effected the way we live every day the text also explains how individuals communities and cities react to such globalizing forces on a local level each chapter unravels complex connections between place identity and global processes and carefully outlines what core theory can tell us about key contemporary debates including surveillance environmental change and sustainability taking examples from urban and rural life shopping malls and virtual worlds the book encourages us to look at our immediate surroundings in a sociological light highlighting the interdependence of space and society in a rapidly changing world this text is essential reading for those studying place and identity in sociology cultural studies geography urban studies and rural studies

*Woman's Place in Rural Economy* 2015-07-13 how does gendered organizational life impact on individuals identities in their everyday working lives this question is explored with theoretical insights from disciplines including sociology geography history and gender studies interwoven with a major new empirical study of doctors and nurses working in the british national health service

*Place, Diversity and Solidarity* 2017-05-08 geographic information systems for the social sciences investigating space and place is the first book to take a cutting edge approach to integrating spatial concepts into the social sciences in this text authors steven j steinberg and sheila l steinberg simplify gis geographic information systems for practitioners and students in the social sciences through the use of examples and actual program exercises so that they can become comfortable incorporating this research tool into their repertoire and scope of interest the authors provide learning objectives for each chapter chapter summaries links to relevant sites as well as suggestions for student research projects

*Place, Identity and Everyday Life in a Globalizing World* 2017-09-16 introduction to sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical one semester introductory sociology course it offers comprehensive coverage of core concepts foundational scholars and emerging theories which are supported by a wealth of engaging learning materials the textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich questions discussions that help students apply their knowledge and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways the second edition retains the book s conceptual organization aligning to most courses and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and provide examples most relevant to today s students in order to help instructors transition to the revised version the 2e changes are described within the preface website of text

*Negotiating Gendered Identities at Work* 2006-05-10 this provocative new introduction to the field of digital sociology offers a critical overview of interdisciplinary debates about new ways of knowing society that are emerging today at the interface of computing media social research and social life digital sociology introduces key concepts methods and understandings that currently inform the development of specifically digital forms of social enquiry marres assesses the relevance and usefulness of digital methods data and techniques for the study of sociological phenomena and evaluates the major claim that computation makes possible a new science of society as marres argues the digital does much more than inspire innovation in social research it forces us to engage anew with
fundamental sociological questions we must learn to appreciate that the digital has the capacity to throw into crisis existing knowledge frameworks and is likely to reconfigure wider relations this timely engagement with a key transformation of our age will be indispensable reading for undergraduate and graduate students taking courses in digital sociology digital media computing and society

**Geographic Information Systems for the Social Sciences** 2005-08-04 research in social factors also called environment and behavior studies or person environment relations is research into the human experience of the built environment even since its heyday in the 1970s and 1980s as a response to the perceived failures of modernism social factors continues to ask questions about how people use space and what meaning that space holds this edited collection brings together cutting edge research and contemporary issues into one book divided into two parts the chapters in this collection demonstrate the continuing relevance of and the wide array of topics in the field the first section history and future outlook addresses the field itself investigating its history and common terms and updating seminal work the second section perspectives on the user surveys contemporary research into the human side of design understanding the built environment through the lens of valuing the user a term which encompasses everyone from native americans to children to adults with disabilities to entire cities devastated by tornadoes contributors to this volume include emerging and established scholars as well as practitioners and touch on issues of sustainability history culture new media disaster recovery health and recreation this book will particularly appeal to scholars looking to keep abreast of current issues students of the field endeavouring to understand their chosen subject and practitioners exploring new strategies in understanding the clients they serve the array of topics and perspectives examined here demonstrates a renaissance of social factors

**Introduction to Sociology 2e** 2015-04-24 this book is based on the author s 33 years of intensive fieldwork it chronicles a major movement that shaped the preservation policy in japan in the 1980s and 1990s providing thick descriptions of preservationists that are not available anywhere else in english it also provides clear answers to a series of pressing questions about preservationists are they building huggers are they selfish and myopic home owners or are they merely obstacles to urban planning and urban renewal since 1984 saburo horikawa professor of sociology at hosei university in tokyo has continuously studied the movement to preserve the otaru canal in otaru japan this book shows that the preservation movement was neither conservative nor an obstacle rather the movement sought to promote changes in which the residents place would continue to be theirs as such the word preservation does not mean the prevention of growth and development but rather its control as is shown in this study preservation allows for and can even promote change the original japanese version of this book published by the university of tokyo press has won 3 major academic awards most notably the ishikawa prize the highest award bestowed by the city planning institute of japan it is extremely unusual that a sociology book should receive such important recognition from the city planning discipline

**Digital Sociology** 2017-05-11 in this the first sociology book to consider the important issue of how children identify with place and nation the authors use original research and international case studies to explore this topic in depth the book is rooted in original qualitative research the authors conducted with a diverse sample of children aged eight to eleven across wales but this data is also located in the context of existing international research on place identity the book features analysis of lively exchanges between children
on their local national and global identities politics language and race it engages with important social and political questions such as whether cultural distinctiveness can be preserved in a context of globalization whether we are destined to passively receive dominant representations of the nation or can creatively construct our own versions and whether national identities are necessarily exclusive most importantly the book focuses on what local and national identities mean to children in an era of cultural and economic globalization including material on racialization language politics class and gender children place and identity will be a valuable resource to students and researchers of childhood studies and the sociology of childhood

Revisiting "Social Factors" 2015-09-18 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Why Place Matters 2021 single sex schooling might appear to be an obscure issue on the sidelines of the educational policy debates of our times but it is far from this in fact a sizable number of people and political organizations would like to make these schools obscure but somehow they are scaling up rather than down in 1996 there were only two public single sex schools operating in america by 2015 there are now at least 100 public single sex schools despite opposition from the outset these schools are primarily serving poor urban black and latino at risk children this book takes up the challenge of studying the effectiveness of single sex schools riordan frees the discussion of its ideological and political baggage and brings a degree of theoretical and empirical balance to the debate the book provides a sociological foundation for considering single sex schools the basic argument is that the larger school context of all girls or all boys serves as the driving factor for producing favorable outcomes in single sex schools

Children, Place and Identity 2006-09-27 culture cultural difference and cultural conflict always surround us cultural sociologists aim to understand their role across all aspects of social life by examining processes of meaning making in this crisp and accessible book lyn spillman demonstrates many of the conceptual tools cultural sociologists use to explore how people make meaning drawing on vivid examples she offers a compelling analytical framework within which to view the entire field of cultural sociology in each chapter she introduces a different angle of vision with distinct but compatible approaches for explaining culture and its role in social life analyzing symbolic forms meaning making in interaction and organized production this book both offers a concise answer to the question of what cultural sociology is and provides an overview of the fundamental approaches in the field

WOMANS PLACE IN RURAL ECONOMY 2016-08-28 this third edition takes a fresh approach to the study of sport presenting key
concepts such as socialization race ethnicity gender economics religion politics deviance violence school sports and sportsmanship while providing a critical examination of athletics this text also highlights many of sports positive features this new edition includes significantly updated statistics data and information along with updated popular culture references and real world examples newly explored is the impact of several major world events that have left lasting effects on the sports realm including a global pandemic sars cov 2 or covid 19 and social movements like black lives matter and me too another new topic is the pay for play movement wherein college athletes demanded greater compensation and at the very least the right to profit from their own names images and likenesses

Single-Sex Schools 2015-07-02 chronicling the revitalization of the field of applied sociology dentler offers an interpretive history of how the field has evolved over the years how it was transplanted from europe into the u s how and why it declined during the latter years of the 20th century and its recent rebound providing a conceptual and historical framework for the practice of applied sociology this work profiles a variety of practicing sociologists and offers case studies in the fields of education organizational development work and labor and program evaluation students faculty and practicing sociologists who wish to better understand the foundations and growth of applied sociology as well as the ways in which they can unify the field around the theoretical resources of symbolic interactionism and its offshoots in participation and client empowerment will find what they need in this accessible and unique text ipracticing sociology r will instruct faculty and students in the history traditions and future prospects of both applied sociology and sociological practice the social engineering subfields of the more general field of sociology degree programs at both the m a and b s levels continue to spring up at colleges and universities throughout the u s and in many countries around the world this is the first text aimed at the students of these programs who are preparing to enter such fields as program evaluation educational planning and program management organizational development and labor relations it is designed to prepare students for careers in applied sociology while providing them with a thorough discussion of the foundations of the field

What is Cultural Sociology? 2020-01-16 this collection explores sociological analyses of home in canada drawing upon studies of family urban and rural communities migration and immigration and other areas to discuss the idea of home this volume organized across three parts moves from the micro level of personal homemaking to the meso level of neighbourhood community to the macro level of political ecology the contributors both new and established scholars draw upon a plurality of standpoints including gendered class based racialized and indigenous voices it is the first canadian collection of readings on the sociology of home

The Sociology of Sports 2021-08-17 an international roster of contributors come together in this comprehensive volume to examine the complex interactions between mobile media technologies and issues of place balancing philosophical reflection with empirical analysis this book examines the specific contexts in which place and mobile technologies come into focus intersect and interact given the far reaching impact of contemporary mobile technology use and given the lasting importance of the concept and experiences of place this book will appeal to a wide range of scholars in media and cultural studies sociology and philosophy of technology

Practicing Sociology 2002 this sociological classic is updated with a new preface by the authors looking at developments in the study of urban planning during the twenty year life of this influential work
Sociology of Home 2016-11-17 in recent years there has been a growing interest in cognition within sociology and other social sciences within sociology this interest cuts across various topical subfields including culture social psychology religion race and identity scholars within the new subfield of cognitive sociology also referred to as the sociology of culture and cognition are contributing to a rapidly developing body of work on how mental and social phenomena are interrelated and often interdependent in the oxford handbook of cognitive sociology wayne h brekus and gabe igantow have gathered some of the most influential scholars working in cognitive sociology to present an accessible introduction to key research areas in a diverse field while classical sociological and newer interdisciplinary approaches have been covered separately by scholars in the past this volume alternatively presents a broad range of cognitive sociological perspectives the contributors discuss a range of approaches for theorizing and analyzing the social mind including macro cultural approaches interactionist approaches and research that draws on pierre bourdieu s major concepts each chapter further investigates a variety of cognitive processes within these three approaches such as attention and inattention perception automatic and deliberate cognition cognition and social action stereotypes categorization classification judgment symbolic boundaries meaning making metaphor embodied cognition morality and religion identity construction time sequencing and memory a comprehensive look at cognitive sociology s main contributions and the central debates within the field the handbook will serve as a primary resource for social researchers faculty and students interested in how cognitive sociology can contribute to research within their substantive areas of focus

Mobile Technology and Place 2013-05-07 this ethnographic study of adolescent social structure in a michigan high school shows how the school s institutional environment fosters the formation of opposed class cultures in the student population which in turn serve as a social tracking system

Urban Fortunes 2007-08-28 seven rules for social research teaches social scientists how to get the most out of their technical skills and tools providing a resource that fully describes the strategies and concepts no researcher or student of human behavior can do without glenn firebaugh provides indispensable practical guidance for anyone doing research in the social and health sciences today whether they are undergraduate or graduate students embarking on their first major research projects or seasoned professionals seeking to incorporate new methods into their research the rules are the basis for discussions of a broad range of issues from choosing a research question to inferring causal relationships and are illustrated with applications and case studies from sociology economics political science and related fields though geared toward quantitative methods the rules also work for qualitative research seven rules for social research is ideal for students and researchers who want to take their technical skills to new levels of precision and insight and for instructors who want a textbook for a second methods course the seven rules there should be the possibility of surprise in social research look for differences that make a difference and report them build reality checks into your research replicate where possible compare like with like use panel data to study individual change and repeated cross section data to study social change let method be the servant not the master

The Oxford Handbook of Cognitive Sociology 2019-06-26 includes the section book notes

Jocks and Burnouts 1989-01-01 we may not realize it but truth and place are inextricably linked for ancient greeks temples and statues clustered on the side of mount parnassus affirmed their belief that predictions from the oracle at delphi were accurate the trust we have in
Thoreau's wisdom depends in part on how skillfully he made Walden Pond into a perfect place for discerning timeless truths about the universe. Courthouses and laboratories are designed and built to exacting specifications so that their architectural conditions legitimate the rendering of justice and discovery of natural fact. The on-site commemoration of the struggle for civil rights—Seneca, Selma, and Stonewall—reminds people of slow but significant political progress and unfinished business. What do all these places have in common? Thomas F. Gieryn calls these locations “truth spots,” places that lend credibility to beliefs and claims about natural and social reality about the past and future and about identity and the transcendent. In truth spots, Gieryn gives readers an elegant rigorous rendering of the provenance of ideas: uncovering the geographic location where they are found or made, a spot built up with material stuff and endowed with cultural meaning and value. These kinds of places include botanical gardens, naturalists’ field sites, Henry Ford’s Open Air Historical Museum, and churches and chapels along the pilgrimage way to Santiago de Compostela in Spain. Would seem at first to have little in common but each is a truth spot, a place that makes people believe truth may well be the daughter of time. Gieryn argues but it is also the son of place.

**The Place of Werner Stark in American Sociology** 2008 How racism shapes urban spaces and how African Americans create vibrant communities that offer models for more equitable social arrangements.

**Seven Rules for Social Research** 2008 Time and place are of the greatest significance for scientific inquiry about human lives as we seek to better understand the nature and rhythm of the life course in modern societies. Its effective analysis and explanation simultaneously becomes more pressing and more complicated. This information is crucial for developing and reforming social policies, services, and interventions aimed at improving human development and welfare. Yet as our scientific treatments have become more elaborate, they have also become more fragmented within and between academic disciplines across the study of specific life periods and by method.

**Sociology and Social Research** 1927 This interdisciplinary book explores the role of art in placemaking in urban environments, analysing how artists and communities use art to improve their quality of life. It explores the concept of social practice placemaking, where artists and community members are seen as equal experts in the process. Drawing on examples of local level projects from the USA and Europe, the book explores the impact of these projects on the people involved in their relationship to the place around them and on city policy and planning practice. Case studies include art tunnel Smithfield Dublin, an outdoor art gallery and community space in an impoverished area of the city. The drawing shed London is another contemporary arts practice operating in housing estates and Cains in Walthamstow and Big Car Indianapolis is an arts organisation operating across the whole of this Midwest city. This book offers a timely contribution, bridging the gap between cultural studies and placemaking. It will be of interest to scholars, students, and practitioners working in geography, urban studies, architecture, planning, sociology, cultural studies, and the arts.

**Truth-Spots** 2018-05-22 The term space is inherently geographical. Educational provision and activity takes place within spaces ranging from a room at home or in a school to a campus to an administrative area which could be a state within a country. A whole country or a group of countries such spaces are known as geographical surfaces within these spaces the process of learning and teaching takes place at particular points that are often nodes in a network which may be formal such as a group of schools or universities or non-formal such as in cyberspace. Understanding what goes on depends on the scale at which it is observed ranging from individuals to global outreach.
altogether this constitutes the geography of educational reality this comprehensive volume includes a theoretical background plus a
sample of situations including school level policy and administration inequitable access education hubs and small states it offers an
introduction to a relatively neglected member of the family of education foundation disciplines the geography of education this book was
originally published as a special issue of comparative education

**How Racism Takes Place** 2011-03-11
**Lives in Time and Place** 2018-10-04
**Arts in Place** 2017-02-03
**Space, Place and Scale in the Study of Education** 2017-10-02
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